The metric polytope ,//~. is defined by the triangle inequalities: xij-Xik-Xjk <~ 0 and xii + Xik + Xjk ~< 2 for all triples i,j, k of(1 ..... n}. The integral vertices of ~¢¢~. are the incidence vectors of the cuts of the complete graph Kn. Therefore, ~¢~. is a relaxation of the cut polytope of K~. We study here the fractional vertices of ~¢¢~. Many of them are constructed from graphs; this is the case for the one-third-integral vertices. One-third-integral vertices are, in a sense, the simplest fractional vertices of ~'~, as ./t'~ has no half-integral vertices. Several constructions for one-third-integral vertices are presented. In particular, the graphic vertices arising from the suspension of a tree are characterized. We describe the symmetries of ~¢/~. and obtain that the vertices are partitioned into switching classes. With the exception of the cuts which are pairwise adjacent, it is shown that no two vertices of the same switching class are adjacent on ~¢~n. The question of adjacency of the fractional vertices to the integral ones is also addressed. All the vertices of ,//~. for n ~< 6 are described.
Introduction
We study the polytope ~n defined by the inequalities:
xij -Xik --Xjk <~ 0, (1.1)
for all triples {i,j,k} ~_ V:= {1 ..... n}. We refer to the inequalities (1.1),(1.2) as the triangle inequalities and to the inequalities (1.1) as the homogeneous triangle inequalities. The inequalities (1.1) define the metric cone ~tlqCn whose elements are the metrics (or, more properly, the semimetrics) on n points. The polytope ~t'~n is called the metric polytope; it is obtained by bounding the metric cone ~¢c~. by the inequalities (1.2).
are integral [12] . It is shown in [18] that G is weakly bipartite if and only if, for any nonnegative objective function c e R ~, the program (1.3) gives the exact value of the max-cut in G. The characterization of the weakly bipartite graphs is still open.
The following notion of one-third integral graphs is studied in [14] . Call a graph G = (V, E) one-third-integral if the program (1.3) has a one-third-integral optimum solution for each objective function c e R E. It is shown in [14] that, for such graphs, the program (1.3) provides a I-approximation for the max-cut, for each nonnegative objective function c e R E.
The metric polytope was first studied in [9] , where it is shown that J[C~n enjoys a lot of geometrical properties. For instance, the following properties indicate that J.f~, is tightly wrapped around the cut polytope ~, [9] : Every face of dimension d = 0, 1, 2 (i.e., vertices, edges, 2-faces) (and a great majority of the d-faces for d ~< log2 (n)) of ~, is a face of ./[~. The triangle facets seem to be the closest facets to the barycentrum of ~,. They are shown to be the closest ones among all facets with coefficients in {0, 1, -1} and they are conjectured to be the closest ones among all facets of~,. The ridge graph of Jt'~, (i.e., the adjacency graph for the triangle facets) is described in [7] .
In this paper, we study the structures of the fractional vertices of the metric polytope. Indeed, we believe that a better understanding of the structure of the fractional vertices of ~, may yield more insight on some questions related to the max-cut problem, as the ones raised above. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains several geometrical results on d¢'~,. A remarkable property of the cut polytope is that all the facets of the polytope ~, can be deduced from the facets of the cone cg,, via the switching operation [6] . Actually, the switching operation preserves also the metric polytope, but it is an open question to determine whether all the vertices of ~¢~, can be deduced from the extreme rays of JC(g~ (see Conjecture 2.2). We show (see Theorem 2.1) that, as in the case of the cut polytope, switchings and permutations are the only symmetries of the metric polytope J[~,, for n # 4. We describe in Section 2.2 an operation permitting to extend any vertex of ~t'~, to a vertex of Jt'~, ÷1. As a consequence, it suffices to work with fully fractional vertices, i.e., vertices x such that 0 < x u < 1 for all i,j. In Section 2.3, we show (see Theorem 2.4) that a fractional vertex is not adjacent to any of its switchings, in contrast with the fact that any two cuts (integral vertices) are adjacent. Section 3 contains some results on graphic vertices and one-third-integral vertices, i.e., vertices taking their values in {0, ~,~,1 2 1}; they are, in a sense, the 'first' fractional vertices of ~¢t'~, as ~/¢~n has no half-integer vertices. We show that every (½,])-valued vertex is, up to switching, graphic and, in most cases, comes from a graph with a universal vertex. We also characterize the triangle free graphs of diameter 2 giving an extreme ray (see Theorem 3.4) . We describe in Section 4 several constructions for (½, ])-valued vertices. In particular, we characterize the trees whose suspension gives a vertex (see Theorem 4.4) . We also address the question of adjacency to a cut. We conclude with the description of all the vertices of the small metric polytopes ./t'~,, for n ~< 6.
We now give some notation. Given d e ./t'~,, let ~-o(d) denote the set consisting of all the homogeneous triangle inequalities (1.1) that are satisfied at equality by d. Given x e ~¢¢~,, let ~'(x) denote the set consisting of all the triangle inequalities (1.1) or (1.2) that are satisfied at equality by x. Note that a triangle inequality is represented by the vector of length (~) of its coefficients; so, for inequality (1.1), this vector has all zero coordinates except 1 at position (i,j) and -1 at positions (i, k), (j, k) and for inequality (1.2) this vector has all zero coordinates except 1 at positions (i,j), (i,k) , (j,k) . So If G = ( V, E) is a connected graph, we denote by de (or d(G)) its path metric, where do(i,j) is defined as the length of a shortest path from i toj in G for i #j e V. Then,
is called the triameter of G and we set
xo = x(G):=z~-~--~))do.
Any metric arising from a graph in this way is called a graph metric and any vertex of ./¢~, of the form xo for some graph is called a graphic vertex.
How to show that a given metric d e JC~g, lies on an extreme ray? Answer: Take z e ./t'cg, satisfying the same homogeneous triangle equalities as d, i.e., such that 3-o(Z) ~_ ~-o(d), and show that z = ~d for some positive scalar ~. How to show that x ~ ~'~, is a vertex? Answer: Take z ~ ~¢~, satisfying the same triangle equalities as x, i.e., such that ~r(z) ~_ ~J(x), and show that z = x. Graphic vertices are somewhat easier to handle. For instance, in order to show that xo is a vertex, if suffices to take a vector z satisfying the same triangle equalities as xG and to show that xi~ = zij holds for all edges (i,j) of G. We shall see in Sections 3 and 4 some criteria permitting to show that some vectors are extreme rays or vertices.
Some geometrical properties of the metric polytope

The switching operation
Given a cut 6(S), the switching reflection r~ts):R~ ~ R ~ is defined by y = r~ts~ (X) where
(S).
It is easy to verify that
r~s)(6( T) ) = 6(SAT)
for all cuts 6(S), 6(T) Proof. We have only to prove that every symmetry of ~t'~. is a symmetry of ~.. For this, we use the fact (noted below) that ~. and ,¢/~. have the same barycentrum, namely, b = (½ ..... ½). Let f be a symmetry of ~¢~.. Hence, f preserves the barycentrum of Jt'~.. Therefore, f(b) = b. We check thatf maps each cut on a cut. Take a cut 6(S) and set x =f (6(S) ). Sincefis an isometry, we have IIx -bll = 116(S) -bll = Ilbll. Therefore, Ilxll 2 -2bXx = 0, implying that Y~l~i<j,<.xu(1 -xij) = 0. Hence, xij = 0, 1 for all pairs (i,j), i.e., x is a cut. Therefore, f preserves the set of cuts and thus acts as a symmetry of the cut polytope. 
Extension of vertices
n+l Let x = (xlj)l <~i<s<<., ~ Rt~) and y = (Yij)l <<.i<j<~n+l ~ ~( 2 ). We say that y is an extension ofx ify o = xijfor all 1 ~< i <j ~< n, i.e., ifx is the projection ofy on R t'%. We consider the mappings ~o and tPl from R t~) to ~";') defined as follows. For x e R ~>, let ~bo(X),~bl(X)E R t"~') be defined by ~o(X)ij = xij Observe that the mapping 4~o is linear injective and the mapping q~l is affine injective. In fact, q~l (x) = rat{.+ 1}~(~bo(x)) holds for any x e .~,. Both q~o and q~l map any cut on a cut, namely, tPo(X) = 6(S), ~bl(X) = 6(Sw {n + 1}), ifx = 6(S) with 1 e S. By construction, if x e ,~., then C~o(X),Ckl(x) ~ Jg~,+l and, if x e jgcg., then ~o(X) e ~t%+ 1.
In fact, as stated in Proposition 2.3, both ~bo and ~b, preserve the faces of the metric polytope as well as their dimension. For example, for x ~ ~//~., x is a vertex of ~, if and only if q~o(x) (resp. q~(x)) is a vertex of ~/t'~. +1; for x, y vertices of ~¢~., x, y are adjacent on ~¢¢~ if and only if ~o(X),q~o(y) (resp. ~bl(x),~bl(y)) are adjacent on ~¢~+ 1. Moreover, ~bo preserves the faces of the metric cone and their dimension. 
A result on the adjacency on .1¢~,
A striking property of the cut polytope ~. is that it has diameter 1. In other words, any two cuts are adjacent on ~, [6] . Moreover, any two cuts are adjacent on ~¢~, [17] . In fact, ~, and J¢~. share a lot of common faces, indicating that the triangle facets form a tight wrapping of the cut polytope. For instance, any three cuts form a face of ~¢¢~', and of ~', [9"1. The switching class consisting of all the cuts is a clique for the adjacency relation on Jt'~.. Actually, this property is exceptional for the integral vertices. The next result shows that, on the other hand, the switching class of any fractional vertex is a stable set for the adjacency relation on ~t'~.. Proof. For n ~< 4, .At'~. has only integral vertices. For n = 5, the result can be checked directly since all extreme rays of ./¢c~5 and all vertices of ~¢/~. are known (see Section 4.3). The proof is by induction on n ~> 5. Suppose that n 1> 6 and that the result holds for ~'~._ i. Let x be a fractional vertex of .//~, and y = r6ts)(X) be a switching of x. We show that x, y are not adjacent on ~(~n.
Suppose first that x, y have a common zero coordinate, e.g., xl, = Yl, = 0. Consider the projections x', y' of x, y on the n -1 nodes: 1 ..... n -1. From Proposition 2.3, x',y' are vertices of ~¢t~,_ 1 and they are adjacent on ..¢t'~,_ 1 if and only if x,y are adjacent on ./¢~',. But x' is also fractional and y' is a switching of x', as y' = r~ts)(X) (assuming that n ¢ S). From the induction assumption, x', y' are not adjacent. Hence, x, y too are not adjacent. The same argument shows that, if x, y have a common coordinate equal to 1, then x, y are not adjacent.
We can now assume thaty o = 1 (resp. 0) whenever x o = 0 (resp. 1), i.e., that the set
0,1} is contained in the cut 6(S). Then, x,y cannot be adjacent. Indeed, consider a triangle equality which is satisfied by both x, y and suppose that it is based on a triple (i,j, k) with i,j E S, k ~ V\S. We are in one of the following three cases (a), (b), (c):
(a) 2 = x~j + X~k + Xjk and
In all three cases, we obtain that xi~ is integral for the pair (i,j) with i,j ~ S, in contradiction with the fact that the set E of the integral pairs is contained in the cut 6(S). Therefore, all the common triangle equalities for x, y are based on a triple (i,j, k) 
Hence, the rank of the set of the common triangle equalities for x and y is less than or equal to (Isl) + (,21sl) < (~) _ 1. This implies that x, y are not adjacent. [] Recall Conjecture 2.2 which asserts that every fractional vertex of ~¢~ is adjacent to a cut, i.e., to an integral vertex of ~t'~,. Note that, if Conjecture 2.2 holds, then the diameter of ~t'~ is less than or equal to 3.
Some general results on vertices
Let x be a vertex of ~t'~,. Recall that ~(x) denotes the set of all the triangle inequalities that are satisfied at equality by x. As observed in Proposition 2.3, if xij e {0, 1} for some pair (i,j), then x is the trivial extension of a vertex of ~//~,_ 1. Hence, the 'new' vertices of .4f~'~, i.e., those that are not the trivial extension of any vertex in lower dimension, are the fully fractional ones, i.e., those with 0 < x o < 1 for all pairs (i,j) . Observe that, for any cut x = 6(S), I~(x)l = 4(]) while, for any fully fractional x ~ .4t'~, I~-(x)l ~< (~), since there is at most one triangle equality for x based on each triple. For example, for the fractional vertex x* = (~ ..... ~) e R tl), Io~-(x*)l = (~). Note that x* is, in some sense, the most opposite vertex to the origin; indeed, the sets ~(x*) and 3"(0) are complementary. Actually, x* is the only vertex of ./¢~ that satisfies no homogeneous triangle equality.
The following lemma gives an upper bound for the denominator of a graphic vertex of J¢~. Lemma 3.1. Let G be a connected graph on n nodes. Then, r(G) ~< 2(n -1) holds. Moreover, z(G) = 2(n -1) if and only if G is a path or a tree whose nodes have all degree 2 except one node of degree 3.
Proof. Let us first suppose that G is a tree. Take three distinct nodes i,j, k of G and let P, Q denote the paths from i to j, k, respectively. If the only common node to P and Q is i, then P ~ Q is the path from j to k and, thus,
. Else, suppose P and Q have some other common nodes. Let u denote the common node to P and Q encountered last when traveling away from i on P or Q. Then, denoting by PI (resp. Q1) the restriction of P (resp. Q) from i to u and by P2 (resp. Q2) the restriction of P (resp. Q) from u toj (resp. k), P2 w Q2 is the path from j to k and, thus,
Therefore, T(T) = 2(n --1) if and only if T= P1 w P2 u Q2, i.e., Tis a path (the case u = i) or a tree whose nodes all have degree 2 except one of degree 3 (the case u ~ i).
Let now G be an arbitrary connected graph and T be a spanning tree in G. Then,
d~(i,j) <~ dr(i,j)holds for every pair (i,j), implying that z(G) <<. z(T) <~ 2(n -1). Moreover, z(G) = 2(n -1) if and only if G = T is a tree and T(T) = 2(n --1). []
Therefore, every graphic vertex has its denominator less than or equal to 2(n -1). We give a construction of a graphic vertex whose denominator grows linearly in n.
Consider the graph Gn on 3n-1 nodes constructed as follows. Take the paths P(1,2, ...,n) and P'(l',2', ...,n'). Join each node i to its twin i' for 1 ~< i ~< n. For any edge (i, i + 1) of P (1 <~ i ~< n -1), introduce a new node i" adjacent to both i and (i + 1)'. It is not difficult to check that T(Gn) = 2(n + 1) holds and that d(G,) lies on an extreme ray of the metric cone (e.g., using the C4-criterion, described below before Theorem 3.4). Therefore, x(G,) is a graphic vertex whose coordinates take the values: a/(n + 1) for a = 1, 2 ..... n -1, n. Fig. 1 shows the graph G4.
Avis [3] shows more generally that, if we replace in the above construction the paths P, P' by a graph G and a copy G' of it, then this construction always produces an extreme ray. As a consequence, every graph can be isomerically embedded into a larger graph whose path metric lies on an extreme ray of the metric cone.
It is easy to check that, if G is a graph with T(G) = 2(n --1) (i.e., if G is a path or a tree with all nodes of degree 2 except one of degree 3), then x~ is not a vertex of the metric polytope. (i,j) and two triangle equalities of ~-(x) having nonzero coordinates of distinct signs at the position (i,j).
Lemma 3.2. Given a vertex x of .A{~n, the following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. Hence, we can define the set E_ (resp. E+) of the pairs (i,j) for which any triangle of ~-(x) has its (i,j)th coordinate equal to 0 or -1 (resp. 0 or +1). Set Yij = ] if (/,j) e E_ and yij = 2 if (/,j) e E+. Then, y is also a solution of the system of triangle equalities of f(x). This system has a unique solution since x is a vertex, hence x = y. Conversely, suppose (ii) holds. Define the set E_ (resp. E +) of the pairs (i,j) for which xij = ] (resp. I)-Then, the only triangle equalities satisfied by x are of the form:
E+. This shows that x is not conflicting. []
This result is analogous to the fact (shown in [11] ) that the extreme rays of-4[~n that are not conflicting are precisely those taking their values in {1, 2} (up to multiple).
Let G be a connected graph of diameter 2 and having a stable set of size 3. Then, z(G) = 6. Hence, xo is (],])-valued. In fact, up to switching, all vertices that are (½, ])-valued arise, in this way, from some graph. Recall that the stability number ~(G) denotes the maximum cardinality of a stable set in G.
Proposition 3. Let x be a vertex often that takes its values in { ~, t} Then, there exists a graph G and a cut t~(S) such that x = r~(s)(XG). Moreover, either
(i) G has a universal node and stability number ~t(G) >1 3, or (ii) G has no induced C4 and no induced K1,3, ct(G) = 3, G has its minimum degree greater than or equal to (n -1)/2, and G has diameter 2.
Proof. Given a cut 6(S), set y = rots)(X ) and E(y) = {(i,j) lyij = ~}; so y is a switching of x. Choose a switching y of x such that E(y) has maximum cardinality. Define the graph G = (V,E(y)). We first check that y = x6 holds. By maximality of y, I E(y) c~ 6({ i})l/> (n -1)/2 for any i. Hence, every node has degree at least (n -1)/2 in G. If i,j are two nonadjacent nodes in G, i.e., such that Yi~ = ~, then there exists a node k adjacent to both i,j. Therefore, G has diameter 2. Any triple supporting a triangle equality of type (1.2) for y is a stable set in G. Therefore, y = x~ holds. Moreover, G is a graph of diameter 2, with stability number ~(G) >~ 3, and with minimum degree greater than or equal to (n -1)/2.
We now verify that, ifG has an induced C4 or gl,a, or if ~(G)/> 4, then we can find another graph G' with a universal vertex and ~(G')/> 3 such that y is a switching of xc,. Given a node u of G, let/q(u) denote the set of node distinct from u that are not adjacent to u and set z = r6t~tu~)(y). Consider the graph G' = (V, E(z)) where, as before, E(z) = {(i,j) lzi~ = -~}. Clearly, the node u is universal in G'. Hence, if G' has stability number greater than or equal to 3, then z = xw holds. In this case, our initial vertex x is a switching of xw, where G' has a universal vertex and ~(G') >I 3. In the following three cases, we can always find such a node u:
• If G has a stable set {u,a,b,c} of size 4, then {a,b,c} remains stable in G'.
• If G has a KI, 3 subgraph, i.e., there are nodes u,a,b,c such that u is adjacent to a,b,c and a,b,c is stable, then {a,b,c} remains stable in G'.
• If G has a C4 hole, i. rays for the metric cone. For example, let G be a bipartite graph with r, s as sizes in the node bipartition; if G has at least rs-max(r, s) + 2 edges, then de is an extreme ray [3] .
We present a class of graphs G for which the connectivity of the graph C4(G) is, in fact, also necessary for de to define an extreme ray. ,v),(b,u) are adjacent in C4(G) too. Thus, z(a,v)= z(b,u), z(a,u)= z(b,v),  implying that z(a, u) + z(b, u) = z(a, v) + z(b, v) . Therefore, this permits to define z(a, b) for all nonedges of G (as the sum of the coordinates of z along a shortest path from a to b). By construction, z is a metric and satisfies the same homogeneous triangle equalities as do. Since z is not a multiple of do, we deduce that do is not an extreme ray. [] Note that we have, in fact, proved a stronger result. We have shown that, for any triangle free graph G of diameter 2 on n nodes, the number of connected components of the graph C4(G) is equal to the dimension of the smallest face of the metric cone .Af~g, that contains do.
The graph G depicted in Fig. 2 is triangle free and has diameter 2. As an application of Theorem 3.4, the smallest face of Jt'~glo containing dG has dimension 3. Note, however, that xG = ]do is a vertex of .~'~1o (which is adjacent to 233 cuts out of 512). 
Results on (t, ~)-vertiees
We now turn to the investigation of (I, {)-valued vertices of ~¢~. Observe that any (t, {)-valued vector of R t~) actually belongs to the metric polytope Mt'~. Hence, the question is to determine which distributions of the values I, ~ produce vertices. In Section 4.1, we describe some methods permitting to construct (I, ])-valued vertices; in Section 4.2, we show that a large subclass of these vertices satisfies Conjecture 2.2, namely, we show the adjacency to at least one cut. In Section 4.3, we describe all vertices of ./t'#~n for n ~< 6; all of them are (t, {)-valued.
Construction of(t, ])-vertices
Given a graph G, let VG denote the suspension of G, which is obtained from G by adding a new node r adjacent to all nodes of G. In this section, we give some results toward the characterization of the graphs G whose suspension VG gives a vertex of the metric polytope. Indeed, we have shown in Proposition 3.4 that, up to switching, this is one of the two forms that at (t, ~)-vertex may have.
Let us first introduce a useful tool for proving that VG is a vertex. If ~t(G) >/3, then the triangle equality xli + Xik + X~k = 2 is satisfied by XvG precisely when the triple (i,j, k) is a stable set of G. 
Lemma 4.1. Let a,b,u,v be distinct nodes such that both triple (a,b,u),(a,b,v) are stable sets in G. Then, for each z ~ Jlt~ satisfying the same triangle equalities as Xv~, z(r, u) = z(r, v) holds.
Proof. We have: z(a,b) + z(a,u) + z(b,u) = 2, z(a,b) + z(a,v) + z(b,v) = 2, implying that z(a, u) + z(b, u) = z(a, v) + z(b, v). On the other hand, for each pair (i,j) of nonadjacent nodes, we have z(i,j) = z(r, i) + z(r,j). Therefore, from the above identity, we deduce that z(r,u) = z(r,v). []
Let us define the graph S(G)
whose
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a graph on n nodes satisfying (i)-(iii): (i) The graph S(G) is connected. (ii) G is connected and triangle free. (iii) G has a node of degree greater than or equal to 3. Then, x(VG) is a vertex of ~CC~n. t. Moreover, if each component of G satisfies (i)-(iii), then x(VG) is also a vertex of .Xg~,+l.
Proof. We consider first the case when G satisfies (i)-(iii). Take z e Mc~n + 1 satisfying the same triangle equalities as x(VG). We show that z = xvo. From assumption (i) and Lemma 4.1, we deduce that z(r,u) = t for all nodes u of G, for some scalar t. Hence, z(u, v) = 2t for every pair of nonadjacent nodes. Let a be a node of G of degree greater than or equal to 3; let u, v, w be nodes adjacent to a. Since G is triangle free, (u, v, w) is a stable set. Hence, we have the following identities: z(a, u) + z(a, v), z(u, w) = z(a, u) + z(a, w) and z(v, w) = z(a, v) + z(a, w), implying that z(a, u) = z(a, v) = z(a, w) = t. So, z(u, v) = t for every edge incident to some node of degree at least 3. Take an edge (u, v) such that both u, v have degree less than or equal to 2, e.g., u has degree 2. Ifu (or v) is adjacent to some node a of degree at least 3, then z(a, u) = t, z(a, v) = 2t, implying that z(u, v) = t. Else, take a shortest path from u to a given node a of degree at least 3 and the same reasoning applied iteratively gives that z(u,v)= t. Finally, take a stable set (u,v,w); thus, 2 = z(u,v)+ z(u,w)+ z(v, w) = 6t, implying that t = ½. This shows that z = x(VG).
An easy extension of this proof shows that x(VG) is a vertex if all connected components of G satisfy (i)-(iii). []
Corollary 4.3. (i) If G is triangle free and k-regular on n >t 2k + 1 nodes with k >1 3, then x(VG) is a vertex.
( S(G) . Since G is not bipartite, we can find a chordless odd cycle C in G. Using the previous fact that nodes at distance 2 are connected in S(G), we deduce that all the nodes of C are pairwise connected in S(G). Now take a node u and a shortest path P connecting u to some node v of C. Then, applying again the same idea, we deduce that u is connected by P to v in the graph S
ii) If G is connected, triangle free, with minimum degree greater than or equal to 4, and not bipartite, then x(V G) is a vertex.
Proof. We must only verify that the graph S(G) is connected. This is easy for the case (i). Let us check it in the case (ii)
.
(G). []
In fact, we can characterize the trees T whose suspensions V T give vertices of the metric polytope.
Theorem 4.4. Let T be a tree. Then, x(V T) is a vertex of the metric polytope if and only if T is none of the five graphs shown in Figs. 3-7.
Proof. It is not difficult to check that, if T is one of the trees of Fig. 3-7 , then x(VG) is not a vertex. For instance, assume that T is the path (1,2 . .... n) (as in Fig. 3 We now suppose that T is none of the trees of Figs. 3-7. Since T is not a path, we can take a node a of T of degree greater than or equal to 3. Since T is not a star, not all Denote by C this component and by u the node of C adjacent to a. Then, C has at least 3 nodes since T is not the tree of 
Proposition 4.5. Let T be a tree which is not a star. If Yr is a vertex, then x(V T) is a vertex.
Proof. Let T be a tree on n nodes. Consider V T obtained by adding a universal node r adjacent to all nodes of T. Since Yr is a vertex, we have a set 57 of (~) linearly independent triangle equalities satisfied by Yr. Observe that the projection of x(V T) on V(T) is precisely Yr. Hence, in order to show that x(V T) is a vertex, we need only to find a set fo of n additional triangle equalities (going through node r) satisfied by x(V T) and such that the set 3" w ~o is linearly independent. For this, it suffices to check that the projections of the triangles of 5o on the edge set F := { (u, r) I u ~ V(T) } are linearly independent. We show that the projections of all the triangle equalities going through r and satisfied by x(V T) have full rank n. For this, take a vector z = (z,),~vtr~ which is orthogonal to all these projections, i.e., such that z, + zv = 0 for any nonadjacent vertices u, v of T. We verify that z = 0. Note that T has at least 5 nodes. Take two distinct leaves ul, u2 of T and nodes vl, vz adjacent respectively to u~,u2. Then, for any node v ~ ui, vi, zv = -zv, for i= 1,2 and zv, + z,~ = 0. We deduce easily that z = 0 We state a result permitting to construct iteratively trees for which Yr is a vertex by growing a smaller suitable tree. 
Adjacency to a cut
We have formulated in Section 2.1 Conjecture 2.2 which asserts that every fractional vertex of the metric polytope is adjacent to some cut. In this section, we show that the conjecture holds for a large subclass of the vertices constructed in the preceding subsection.
Given a graph G and a node a of G, we denote by N(a) (resp. ]V(a)) the set of nodes of G that are adjacent (resp. not adjacent) to a. ,j) , i.e., z(i,j) = t. We now conclude that z(i,j) = t for any adjacent nodes i,j • l~(a). Let P be a shortest path joining i (or j) to some node u • N(a); hence, N(a) c~ P = {u} (else one could find a shorter path than P). One easily computes iteratively on the edges of P that z(i,j) = t.
Through the above computations, we have shown that z=3tx(VG)+ (1 -3t)6(N(a) u {a}) , i.e., that x(VG) is adjacent to 5(N(a) u {a}) . [] As a consequence of Proposition 4.13, we deduce that, if Tis a tree with a node a of degree greater than or equal to 3 such that all components of T\a have at least 3 nodes, then the vertex x(V T) is adjacent to thecut 5(N(a) ~ {a}) . In fact, we show that this property holds for any tree whose suspension gives a vertex.
Lemma 4.8. Let T be a tree and let T' be the tree obtained from T by adding a new node adjacent to a unique node of T. Suppose that x(V T) is a vertex and that there exists a node a in T such that x(VT) is adjacent to the cut 6(N(a)u {a}). Then, x(VT') is a vertex and is adjacent to the cut 5(N'(a)u {a}), where N'(a) denotes the set of neighbors of a in T'.
Proof. Let T be a tree on n nodes and let T' be the tree on n + 1 nodes obtained by adding a new node s adjacent to exactly one node, say b, of T. By assumption, V T' gives a vertex of J¢~',+2-Set, for short, N = N(a) and N' = N'(a). We show that, if x(VT) is adjacent to the cut 6(N w{a}), then x(VT') is adjacent to the cut 6(N' w {a}). For this, we only need to construct n + 1 triangle inequalities going through s, satisfied at equality by x(V T') and 6(N' w {a})), and whose projections on Proof. In view of Lemma 4.8, it suffices to prove the result for all the minimal trees T whose suspensions V T give vertices. Assume T is a tree such that x(V T) gives a vertex. Let a be a node in T of degree greater than or equal to 3. If at least three components of T\a are not isolated nodes, then T contains the tree from Fig. 9 adjacent to r and by /V(r) the set of nodes of G that are not adjacent to r. Let G' =(V',E') denote the graph obtained from G by duplicating the node r, i.e., introducing a new node r' that is adjacent to the same nodes as r. So, V' = V ~ {r'} and E' = E ~ {(r', u) l u e N(r)}. Clearly, G' has also diameter 2 and triameter 6 and, so, x6, takes its values in {½, ~} too.
Proposition 4.10 (Duplication lemma). (i) If xo is a vertex, then x~, is a vertex.
(ii) If d6 is an extreme ray, then d~, is an extreme ray.
(iii) If x6 is a vertex and is adjacent to the cut 6(S) with r ~ S and S ~ N (r) w {r}, then x6, is a vertex and is adjacent to the cut 6(S).
Proof. We can suppose that ~7(r) is not empty. Else, if x6 is a vertex, or if d6 lies on an extreme ray, then both G, G' are complete bipartite graphs for which the result is known.
(i) If x~ is a vertex, then there exists a set • = (T~lb ~ B} of (D linearly independent triangle equalities satisfied by x6. We construct a set of n = I V(G)I additional triangle equalities satisfied by x6, which, together with ~, are linearly independent. (ii) Since dG is an extreme ray, we have a set • of (~)-1 linearly independent homogeneous triangle equalities satisfied by d6. We construct n additional homogeneous triangle equalities satisfied by d6,. For u ~ N(r), consider the triangle equality T,: x,,, -x,~ -x,,~ = 0. For each v e N(r), take a node u~ e N(r) which is adjacent to v and consider the triangle equality Tv: x~,, -x~u~ -x,,u~ = 0. If N(r) is not a clique, take a pair (ul, u2) of nonadjacent nodes in N(r) and consider the triangle equality To: x,,u~ -x,,~ -x,,~ = 0. If N(r) is a clique, then there exists a node Vo e hi(r) which is adjacent to two distinct nodes U~o, U'oo of N(r). Otherwise, it is not difficult to count that the total number of homogeneous triangle equalities satisfied by d6 is equal to p2, where ]N(r)l = p, n = 2p + 1, contradicting the assumption that d6 is an extreme ray, since p2<(D-1.
So, we can consider the triangle equality To: X~o~, -Xvo,~o -xr,,~o = 0. It is not difficult to check in both the above cases that the set u {Tulu ~ N(r) w ~7(r)} w { To} of (~1) _ 1 triangles is linearly independent. Hence, d~, is an extreme ray.
(iii) Assume that x~ is adjacent to the cut 6(S) where r ~ S and S ~ N(r) u (r}. Hence we have a set ~ of (~) -1 triangle equalities satisfied by both x~ and 6(S) and what we need is to find n additional triangle equalities satisfied by xG, and 6(S). For u ~ N(r), take the triangle equality Tu: x,r,-x..-xr,, = 0. For v ~ ~7(r), take the triangle equality Tv: xr,, + x,v + x,,~ = 2. If there exists a node Vo e ~7(r) n S, take a node uoeN(r) adjacent to Vo and consider the triangle equality To: X~o,, -X~ou o -X,o,, = 0. Otherwise, ~7(r) _ V-S. Since S # N(r) w {r}, there exists a node Uo e N(r) -S. If one can find Ul e N(r) which is not adjacent to Uo, consider the triangle equality To: X.o,~ -xr,,o -xr,~, = 0. If one can find a node Vo e/V(r) which is adjacent to Uo, consider the triangle equality To: X,o,, -Xuov o -x,o,, = 0. If none of the above two cases is possible, i.e., Uo is adjacent to all nodes of N(r) and is not adjacent to any node of/V(r), then there exists no triangle through r, Uo giving some triangle equality for xG, in contradiction with the fact that x~ is a vertex. It is easy to verify that in all cases, the set ~ together with the n triangles T~ for u E N(r) w lq(r) and To are linearly independent. Hence, xw is adjacent to the cut 6(S). [] As an application of Proposition 4.10, we obtain the following proposition. 
The metric polytope and the metric cone for n <<, 6
For n ~< 4, dt'~, = ~, and ,/t'ff. = Cgn, i.e., the vertices of d¢~. are the cuts and the only metrics lying on an extreme ray of ,,¢¢cg. are the nonzero cuts.
For n = 5, the metric polytope ~t'~5 has 32 vertices consisting of:
• the 16 cuts, and • the 16 graphic vertices x(Ks, v-s) for S ~_ V:= {1,2,3,4,5}. Hence, they are grouped in two switching classes.
The metric cone ~t'c~5 has 25 extreme rays consisting of:
• the 15 nonzero cuts, and • the 10 graphic metrics x(Ks, v-s) for S ~ V and ISI = 2. For n = 6, Grishukhin [11] has computed that the metric cone ~¢cg6 has 296 extreme rays consisting of:
• the 31 cuts, 
